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The theory that animals are protected by differences
in color according to their habitat is accepted by most natu-
ralists. How far each one is willing to defend this theory is,
in most cases, limited by the extent of his observations. Too
often the naturalist has had more pressing problems or has
confined his observations to one particular division ot the
animal kingdom. While the colors of animals, particularly
those which seem to offer concealment and protection, have
been of intense interest to many zoologists, on'y a compara-
tively small group have attacked the problem at its source.
The development ot theories concerning coloration in
animals has been gradual. While it may be said to have begun
with the publication of Charles Darwin’s "Origin of Species"
seventy-seven years ago, since that tirre details have been
smoothed out. There has been the addition of countless obser-
vations, much revision of ideas; interest has waxed and waned,
new viewpoints have been suggested, various experiments have
been either tried or outlined. In short the problem is still
plastic as Frank E. Lutz in "Natural History" maintains.
Arguments in regard to the origin and function of
animal coloration will have to consider the ultra-violet which
is light beyond the human range for it is a well known tact
that many animals do not see objects, as the normal human being
I
doe s .
I (
Frank t. Lutz, Natural History", Vo I . XXXIII, pp . 573-574
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It is the purpose ot this thesis to unity the thinking
on this problem which has been spread over such a long period,
bince practically all writers have included discussions ot
e x t r a v a ga nc e s such as horns, antlers, teeth, tutts, plumes,
and rutts along with their tindings on animal color it was
thought best to treat them in like manner here.
'While only tive authors have works which are compar-
atively exhaustive, many others have attacked the problem in
one or more ot its phases with close attention to details.
These men worked constructively. It they showed tallacies in
another's reasoning, with one exception, they made contributions
to the original work.
This thesis is a survey ot these v/orks, large and small,
adding each contribution, subtracting each criticism, and
evaluating the sum total. The results ot this survey indicate
that much more detailed intormation is needed to satisty vari-
-
ous questions which can be raised concerning existing theories.
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ANIMAL COLORATION
PHYSICAL CAUSES OF ANIMAL COLORS
The colors of animals may be grouped into three main
classes: those due to (I) pigment, (2) structure and (3) a
combination of the two. Ot these by tar the vast majority be-
lona to class I. The color ot these pigments is not due to
any color which is emitted by the pigment but to those elements
ot light which it doesjnot absorb and which are retlected to
the eye ot the observer where it may be interpreted by certain
standards ot color. Black is caused by the absorption ot all
the elements ot light and the retledtion ot none. Pure black
would necessarily mean a void ot color. Since this does not
occur among the animals, only those which approach it can be
called black even though they possess a sheen or gloss. Am o n g
the birds there are two types ol color pigments; me I a n i n s
,
meaning black and I ip ochromes
,
meaning "oily or tatty colors.' 1
The melaninsare turther divided into eumelanin which ranges
t r om red-brown to yellow and in some cases practically color-
less. t”hese pigments in the torm ot granules are responsible
tor some ot the tine shades ot red in addition to the black.
The lipochromes are zooxanthin, pure yellow and zooerythin,
I
a pu r e red.
As Poulton says, the absorption is much more complete
when the I ight has passed through the pigment more than once.
I. Glover M. Alien, "Birds and Their Attributes", pp. 58-60.
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oince the ab®orotion is greater the color is deeper. Almost
all animal pigments are doubly traversed by the light. d«c-
cause of this tact only a thin layer ot pigment is required
I
to produce a brilliant ettect. Any combination ot the
pigments mentioned above and in cooperation with structure
will produce all the beautitul colors we see in the animals
around us. , or instance green is produced by structure, mel-
anin and zooxanthin - i t h the pigment carrying cells situated
2
under the structure.
k-4 the structural ways in which color may b„ produced
it suttices to consider three. these three may be tound in
pairs, or in combination with piqment. white, while not a
color, is to be tound among many ot our Northern species. it
is caused not by absorption but by the retlection in all direc-
tions ot, all the ditterenr common ents ot light. ihis dittusion
ot liqht in all directions results in the condition we call
white. Poulton states that there are many ways ot producing
the white markings in animals. Bubbles ot gas or liquid ot
ditterent indices ot retraction trom the surrounding medium
is tound in the crevices ot white hairs and teat hers. Some-
times, particles, very much like pigment but having absorbing
3
qualities produce the same ettect.
The iridescence ot many beetles is caused by the
1. t.B. Poulton, "Colours ot Animals', p. 2 .
2. Glover M . Allen, op. cit., p. 61.
3. E.B. Poulton, op. cit., pp . 5-6.
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laminated sheets ot a very thin horny substance with thin
tilmsof air between them. This results in a natural dittrac-
tion grating and causes interference in the various components
of light. With different wave bands being neutralized in
order, the whole spectrum from red to violet can be seen. Hue
I
to the elements which were not destroyed.
"When light passes through a prism it is spread out in
a colored band shading from red to violet. The least refrang-
ible beina the red rays while the most refrangible are the
2
violet."
^oulton is doubtful how far the colors ot animals are
caused by t h i
-s law but among the bi rds there is good reason to
suppose that the metallic appearance of their feathers is
caused by refraction. Because of the position of scales on
the elytra of some beetles, e.q. P ac hy r hy c h u s , retraction may
3
also be the cause ot color here.
Recently, colors which we cannot see, but certain
animals can, have been considered as also related to this
problem, but this phase of animal coloration will be treated
later.
THE THEORY OF NATURAL SELECTION AS
APPLIED TO THE COLORS OF ANIMALS
The "Theory of Natural Selection" was advanced by
Charles Darwin in 1859 in "Origin of Species". This theory is
the basis on which the origin of new species is founded.
1. Ibid., p, 8.
2. A. L
.
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"College Physics", p. 656.
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Variations occur in all species. No two individuals are
exactly alike. By the elimination of those animals whose
variations are detrimental to the animals' welfare, the "Survi-
val ot the Fittest" goes on.
"Several writers have objected to the term Natural
Selection. Some have even imagined that natural selection
induces v a r i ab I i I i ty , whereas it implies only the preservation
ot such variations as arise and are beneficial to the beina
I
under its conditions of life."
Through aeolooic history environmental conditions have
changed, in fact, are perpetually changing. There is no static
condition. these physical changes might take the form of
climatic changes as the result of uplift or depression ot
terrain. ihese in turn affect the flora or fauna.
Natural Selection, Darwin asserts, takes its course
in a country where some si i g h t physical change is taking place.
Since almost any physical change indirectly affects the climate
let us consider that effect. The economic balance of numbers
of inhabitants will be upset. Some forms will become extinct.
Where open borders make access easy, new forms will probably
i mm iqrate, which will tend to upset the balance still more.
Any variation, however slight, which favors the individuals of
2
any species, will make for their preservation.
Certain forms or details ot animals, including their
colors, will be acted upon by this law of Natural Selection.
I . C.R. Oa rw i n
,
"Or i g i n ot Species", Vo I . I, p. 99.

If we accept this theory, then it naturally follows
that we must also accept the reasoning that all animals are
approachina their peaks as far as protection resulting from
coloration is concerned in their present environment.
while Darwin tells us that "natural selection can act
only through and for the good of each being
,
details of their
structure which one might consider inconsequential, may be
greatly influenced. Some leaf eating insects are green, some
i
of those which feed on bark are mottled-grey, some tar northern
animals, the fox, and ptarmigan, are white in w inter, the
tnglish grouse is the color of heather. Ihese tints must be
of service, either in avoiding danger or assisting in captur-
i ng their prey. Ihe English grouse would increase tremendously
if there was no check on their propagation. It is well known
that they are the chief prey of certain carnivorous birds,
cyesioht is the gu i di no factor of the hawks. Therefore,
natural selection must qive the right color to the different
I
varieties and keep it at its highest peak.
For the operation of Natural Selection Poulton pictures
an imaginary island on which this law might take place. On
this island are a number of not very swift rabbits and also
a number of slow running dogs. there is no food for the dogs,
except, of course, the rabbits they can catch. Ihere is plenty
for the rabbits, and the dogs are their only enemy. Ihe
slowest rabbits will be first caught and the fastest survive.
!• Ibid., pp . 103-104.
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Then the slowest dogs will starve while the quickest survive.
Both rabbits and dogs would pass this attribute on to their
descendants ad intinitum. A point would -final I y be reached
beyond which it would not be oossible to go; this point would
I
be the greatest speed each was able to attain.
'y
'h ile Poulton has applied this illustration to speed
alone, there is no reason ro suppose that it would not be
also true tor any other detail which enabled an individual to
escape his natural enemies. Since it is agreed t h a i some
animals are protected in some degree by coloration from their
enemies, the latter, as a result of the sharpening of their
senses by the operation of the same law, would tend to aid
the development ot protective coloration to a marked extent,
i h e members of a species which have been separated by a
geological cataclysm are likely to diverge in character due
to outside influences in the various newly-created sub-
divisions. Darwin gives us a rather recenr example of rhis
divergence in character as the possible result of outside
influences caused by an upheaval of nature. The tnglish red
grouse, L a aopu s scot i cu s , is found only in the British Isles,
wearing the same coat the year round. Ihere is another
grouse which is found all over Europe, Northern Asia, and
North America. [his grouse, L agopu s a I bu s , changes to a
white coat in winter. These two birds are considered as
distinct species, yet no differences in form or structure can
I. Op. c i t
. ,
p. 254.
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Ibe found. Iheir only distinction is that of color.
Here the differences are so clearly marked that one
can hardly doubt that they are adaptations to changed conditions,
oarly in the beginning of the Glacial era when the British
Isles were a part of the adjacent continent it is probable
that the English grouse was identical with that in the rest of
Europe. With the seoarat ion of the islands and the resulting
moderation in cl imate the Law of Natural Selection began its
work. The white coat in winter with little or no snow was a
detriment to their existence. Gradually, by variation and
elimination of those who di d not vary, the grouse who took
shelter fn heather, found it convenient to assume the coat
which they now wear. An apparent confirmation of this ex-
planation lies in the fact that in the Scottish Highlands
an occasional bird is found that has considerable white in its
winter plumage. Possibly this region differs the least in
2
climate compared with the continent.
A more recent example is described by Weed. Over a
hundred years ago, there was in Yorkshire, England a forest of
intermingled pine and birch trees. In the early eighteen
hundreds an artificial division was made separating the two
parts with a wide open stretch. Strangely enough in one
section the pines gained the ascendancy while in the other
part the birches crowded out the pines. For the last few
1. A.R. Wallace, ''Darwinism 1 ', p. I G7
.
2
. Ibid.
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decades these two forests have existed comparatively close by
with dark-colored tree-trunks in the one and I i g h t -co I o r e
d
t r e e- t r u n k s - i n the other.
In these forests there lives a moth which varies
greatly as to color, some being light, others being dark. the
moth takes its resting place on the bark of the trees there.
It is perfectly obvious that I i g h t moths would be conspicuous
on dark tree trunks and dark moths would be visible on light
tree trunks. An examination of the moths of these two forests
pr od uc e d the to I I ow i n o r e su I t : - -
Pine wood--96$j dark colored.
Pirch v'Ood--85$ I i g h t/co I o r e d
.
Could this be the result of the type of food? three
generations raised in captivity were fed the opposite food of
their ancestors. Changes in color of the moths due to tood
were not observed. There must be another reason. On the
\
carpet of pine needles were found the wings of many moths kill
ed by their enemies. Certainly these moths which had been
killed were more easily seen. I he wings found were of light-
colored moths yet the mo re abundant moths in that foeest were
I
dark-col oredi
The results of this di vergence of characters which
embodies principles of natural selection are far reaching,
Darwin believes.
I. Clarence Weed, "insect Ways", pp . 137-139.

f^he differences in resemblances between the different
species of a larae aenus present a great number of varieties.
The v a r i a t i on s in the offspring are assumed to be exceptionally
slight, but of a most diversified character. Tney will not
appear at once but only at long intervals, nor will they all
endure. those variations which are profitable will be select-
ed and result in the "survival of the fittest." After a thou-
sand generations enough difference will orobably have accumu-
I
lated to form a well-marked variety.
As Poulton points out, since the first and most import-*
ant use of color is concealment, many colors of animals will
be so modified. He calls this Protective Resemblance. It may
take the form of Special Re s ennb I a nc e where an object is taken
as the model and a faithful cooy made, in form as well as in
color. Then there is the greater class, General Resemblance,
where d rotec t ion is gained through resembling the color of the
2
surroundi ngs.
Examples of Speci’al Resemblance are many and varied,
as it has been a favorite topic with many naturalists. Ihere
are two groups, those that resemble inanimate objects and the
other called true mimicry. I h e latter is a resemblance, ex-
ternal only, of two separate species, or even of two distinct
o r der s .
Examples illustrating the first are toun^ among the
1. '.R. Darwin, op. cit., p. 141.
2 . Op . cit., o . 24 .
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Geometridae, the cateroillars ot which assume very deceptive
I
attitudes. Am onq those that Poulton describes is the cater-
pillar ot the Swallow-tail Moth. It very closely resembles a
2
twig in natural position. Since some ot these caterpillars
hold this position tor hours at a time
,
some supoort is
necessary such as a leat stem which it can clasp with its true
3
legs as in t h e case ot the Peppered Moth. Sometimes a thread
ot silk is used by attaching it to the branch and then lean-
ing against it like a telephone lineman against his satety
belt. A good ex amp le ot this is the caterpillar ot the Early
4
Thorn Mo th. The resultina ettect is nothina like a cater-
pillar but suggests an e x t r ao r d i n a r y natural growth. Another
examole ot a similar habit is the caterpillar ot the Brimstone
Moth. 'Wien the caterpillar ot this moth assumes a resting
position on its too^ plant - hawthorn - it is a taithtul r e -
presentation ot a twig. The caterpillar ot the Large Emerald
MiO t h departs t rom the twig idea and in its resting position
on "c a t k i n - be a r i ng trees, such as the birch, on which it
teeds, resembles a catkin even in such details as the over-
lapping scales. The ca terp i I I ar ot the Straw Relle, A so i I a t e s
g i I
v
a r i a , coils up the anterior end ot the body. The whitish
color ot the caterpillar and the attitude it a s sumes,maj(e it
appear very like an empty snail shell, ot little interest to
6
insectivorous birds.
1. Comstock and Herrick, "Study ot Insects", o. 223.
2
, 3, 4, 5 and 6 . Op . cit., op. 27-34 .
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A common Wisconsin Spider, Epe ? ra promp ta
,
looks very
much like a species of I ichen on cedar branches. An Asiatic
Lizard, p h rynoceph alus mustaceous
,
looks, generally, like
the sand in which it I ives but the told at the corners of the
mouth is red and in shape reproducing a "little red flower that
2
grows in the sand." *he Fishing Frog, Lop h i u s p iscatorius ,
waves long thin filaments about after stirrina up the mud.
3
The resemblance to worms lures small fish to their doom.
Th ere is an Indian W antis, Hymen onus b i c or n is
,
pink in color
and shaoed like a flower. Wallace de scribes an encounter with
a deceitfully colored so ider in Java by his frien^, H.O. Forbes
While chasing a large butterfly he saw a skipper resting on
some bird’s excreta. He came close, so close that he was able
to catch the skipper but left part of the body behind. Think-
ing the excreta must be sticky he reached out to touch it and
found it was a spider lying on its back. It had imitated the
excreta "even to the liquid portion which usually runs down a
5
little on the leaf."
Even the crab feels the need of concealment so he
tears off a piece of seaweed, chews it and then sticks it on
6
his back. fvany seem I ike walking gardens. ‘hese animals use
their concealing oowers as offensive weapons to enable them to
aooroach their victim or even in some instances to attract
I . Poul ton
,
op . c i t
. , p . 59.
2, 3 f and, 4.. Ibtfd,, pp . 73-74 .
5. Co. c i t
. ,
o. 211. •
6. J. Arthur Thompson, "Harpers", April, 1922, p.
.;
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the prey, while in the case of those mentioned earlier it is
wholly a defensive weapon permitting the animal to escape the
notice of its enemies.
True mimicry is the imitation of one species by another
for protective purooses. The work of Bates, Mueller, Wallace,!
Trimin, Belt and others has been summarized by Poulton and
Darwin. (I) The imitator and imitated usually belong to
different genera or different families. Only the external
appearance is alike. (2) The imitator and imitated inhabit
the same territory where the imitated are extremely common and
the imitator c omp a r a t i v e I y rare. ( 3 ) *he imitated keep the
dress of the'ir group but the imitators are very different from
their closest allies. (4) The imitated must be free to some
extent from persecution while the imitators must suffer regu-
I
larly from some enemy.
True mimicry is usually found in moths and butterflies
and i s rarely f ou
n
d in any other animals, except insects. It
2
is more likely to be found in the females than in the males.
Examples are so numerousthat only a few in the different order?
can be given here. Poul ton describes the reaction obtained
when a marmoset was given a ^>atin Moth. He was most disgusted
and refused a Gold Tail Mioth soon after because the resemblance
was so definite.
As regards mimicry among butterflies. Lutz has p u b I i she
illustrations of both the male and female of Planema a g a n i c e ,
d
1. E.B. Poulton, op. cit., p. 231.
2 , I b i _d
. ,
p. 23 3 .
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and Ps imitator.and its two mimics, P_s e n do a c re a tarquinia ,
* he resemblance here is very striking.
That Bumblebees are imitated by flies tor predaceous
purposes is shown clearly by Plath, only a close examination
2
revealing the deception. Many other bumblebees are mimicked
by flies as shown by Gab r i t s c he v s ky . He compares the difteren
varieties of Vo I uc e I la b om by I ans with various species of
Bombus. Each region has its own cases of mimicry. In our
eastern states Bombu s v a g a n s , B_. a f f in i s , B_. i mp a t ? e n s , B.
separa tus
,
etc., are copied exactly by Vo I
u
c e I la bom by I an s
evecta americana and other Syrphidae and Asilidae. In the
Arctic Zone, the Rockies, and on the Pacific Coast the same
holds true. Thus the rule of Rates regarding mimicry, by mimi
and mimicked occuoying the same territory is shown to be true.
The Ho rne t-CI ear-w i ng Moths resemble hornets or wasps
very closely and in addition wriggle their bodies into position
4
as if to sting, when held.
Wallace points out a few cases of harmless snakes
5
mimicking poisonous species. Most of us at one time or
another have caught the co mm on green garden snake and seen it
flash its tongue and lift its head as if to strike. If this
habit is combined with color resemblance as Wallace asserts,
the protection received would be c omp lete as far as most of
us are concerned.
Frank E. Lijtz, op. c i t .
,
p. 574 .
O.E. Plath, !I Bumblehees and Their '7 av s', po . 62-64.
E. Ganr it scheVsky
,
"Biological Bulletin, Vo I. LI, No l 4,
269-286.PP
E.B. Pou I ton
,
op. cit.,
A
. R . Wallace, op . cit.,
P
P
247 .
262.
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General Protective Resemblance is a general harmon-
ising with surroundings making the possessor inconspicuous.
I
No specitic object is imitated but only the average ettect.
This phase ot the problem will be treated under ihe heading
"Theory ot Cou n t e r s ha d i ng " although it might very well be
considered under Natural Selection.
It we apply this type ot concealment to the coloration
ot animals, and can t i n • j a use tor the various kinds ot color-
ation, the Law ot Natural ^election explains a great part ot
the problem. this law also applies to the many brilliantly
colored insects and birds ot the Tropics, but as we shall see
trom the to I lowing discussion, Darwin suggests another possi-
bility tor these, in many cases, glaring colors.
THE THEORY OF SEXUAL SELECTION AS
APPLIED TO ANIMAL COLORATION
This theory assumes that There is d i s c r i m i n a t i o n on the
2
part ot temales when they make a mating choice. The aesthetic
sense, Poulton claims, which is widely distributed among the
higher vertebrates, presupposes that the col rs and adornments
which have a great appeal tor man, also have the same appeal
to animals. It was introduced to explain, tirst, the ditter-
ences in color between the males and temales ot some species,
and secondly, to account tor the extravagant colors and
adornments ot some animals.
1. t.B. Poulton, op. c i t
. ,
p. 43.
2. C.R. Darwin, "Descent ot Man", p. 209.

As compared with Natural Selection, Darwin believes, it
is not as qu i c k -ac t i ng . while the tormer depends on the
elimination ot the untit, the latter, according to Darwin,
results only in fewer ottspring. It depends on struggle,
usually between the males, tor the tern ales. Those least
provided with spec.al weapons, colors, ornaments, etc., will
mate las. and thus produce their ottspring latest. ihese
ottspring will be tewer and less tavored, and will tra dually
I
eliminate themselves as their direct progeny decrease.
To explain the ditterence between male and temale
coloration where there is a considerable sexual dimorphism,
with the male usually tending to be the brighter, Wallace
suggests tha. the male bears his v-olor tor recognition purposes
while the temale by Natural Selection is protectively colored
to sateguard the tuture ot the race. The young birds must
be protected, and during the period ot incubation, brilliancy
would hardly be an asset. Ihis dual coloring is most prevalent
2
among the birds.
Darwin is ot the opinion that birds are the most
3
aesthetic ot all animals except man. Interesting descriptions
ot mating tlights and dances, songs and plumage peculiarities
are noted by him as examples ot the choice ot temales. Rut
Wallace questions Darwin^s Theory in hich it is suggested that
the si iqht ^itterences in contour or color ot teathers make
the temale preter one instead ot another male. Other doubts
i
I . C.R
2 . A
.
R
. Darwin, 'Origin ot Species Vo I . I,
. Wallace, op. cit., pp . 273-274.
.
Darwin, 'e scent ot Man, p . 359.
p . 108.
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are raised by Wallace "Wh at leads', he asks. "all the
females of a species, over a wide area of country, and for
many successive generations, to prefer the same modification
of the colour or ornament?'
1
He might well have said, "Pity
the perfect males. And then he tells of mixed mating; a pea-
hen which insisted on an old oied oeacock; a Canada goose
and a Barnicle gander; a "hen canary preferred a male green-
-
'
I
finch to either a linnet, goldfinch, siskin or chaffinch.
hven Mr. Darwin is 'convinced that a gamecock, though disfigured
by being dubbed and his hackles trimmed would be accepted as
2
readily as a male retaining all his natural ornaments."
Since the Theory of Sexual Selection was introduced
many objections have been raised, especially regarding the
ornaments and colors. The only direct evidence seems to be
against this theory. Poulton describes 'assemblings' 1 of
certain male moths where a female has just emerged. Ihe
'early bird" d0(2S not "catch the worm" but all buzz equally
close to the female. jome even may brush her with their
wings. Some minutes after emergence, one mates with the
virgin and all the others disappear. there is no struggle,
no apparent choosing, and from all appearances there is no
3
rea son for the delay.
The courtship of the Argus Pheasant is usually considered
1. A.R. ’Wallace, op. c i t
. ,
p. 285.
2. C.R. Darwin, 'Descent of Man", p. 417.
3. c.R. Poulton, oo. c i t
. ,
p. 291.
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as a classic example of Sexual Selection. The male alone has
much decoration. ith tail erect and elongated secondary
wing feathers spread to form a shield in front of his body, he
performs and displays in a cl eared circle while his mate-to-be
I
perches on a projecting branch a few feet above him.
This is one of the best examples offered in support of
"Sexual Selection", yet Pou I ton argues that sexual selection
is modified by natural selection. He compares this modificatio
to a series of examinations. Natural Selection is a quality-
ing examination whereas the former is for high honors where
2
many of those who passed the first quiz will tail.
Wallace believes that 11 the action of natural selection
does not disprove the existence of female selection of orna-
ment as ornament, but it renders it highly ineffective.' It
this be true, he goes on, then the meaning of "sexual selection
must be limited to the results of male struggle." With the
limit thus set, since this battle is primarily natural selectio
the whole idea that "any choice the female might make must be
3
completely swamped."
Among others disagreeing wi t h the idea of sexual
selection, is Grinnell. It is generally bel ieved that birds
"assume nuptial plumage" for courting purposes. According to
Grinnell this is not true of the California linnet, Ca rpodacus
1 . Ibid
.
,
p . 307
.
2
. J_b_M . , p . 309 .
3. A.R. Wallace, oo . c i t
.
,
p. 295.
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frontal is, the male of which is very different in color from
the female, after the post-juvenal molt. The male is of
rather a red color while the female is predominantly hair-
brown. They moult annually in August but this is not a pre-
nuptial one. *n the male, some of the feathers of the new
plumage are "burnt carmine." Later and regular observations
show them under-going a gradual change up to the breeding
season, when these feathers have become "popoy red." Where
has this new color originated? There has been no recent
moult, nor has new pigment been introduced. If two feathers
durina the moult are examined when oM and new feathers are
available, the reason becomes apparent. In the new feather
the red is limited to the contour section, while the barb
ends an^ barbules are white which results in a "graying" of
the color of the bird. During the year, wear gradually
accomo I ishes the brightening of the male dress. Since moult-
ing takes place after mating "the brilliant hue of the nuptial
I
dress is acquired several weeks after mating."
While there may be some basis for the belief that
sexual selection doesjnot ooerate, the evidence until recently,
was decidedly negative in character. Negative evidence, in
most cases, proves nothing beyond the fact that more and
closer observations are necessary. The observations of Hingsto
which really do away w i th the necessity of the Theory of Sexual
Selection, will be discussed later under the heading, "The
Theory of Color -Conflict as App lied to the Colors of Animals."
I
. J. Grin net I, "Concernin'’ ^xua I Selection", "Science N.S.",
January 6, 1911, p. 38-39.
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THE THEORY OF OBLITERATIVE OR COUNT E R SHAD ING
AS APPLIED TO ANIMAL COLORATION
At the end ot the nineteenth century an a r t i s t - n a t u r a 1 -
1st Abbot H. Thayer reopened the problem ot animal coloration.
He accepted the Law ot Natural Selection as regards the color-
ation ot animals but introduced something new, by tormulating
an underlyingprinciple ot all coloration. He called this
underlying principle "obliterative or cou n t e r*s ha d i n g . " He
gives credit to Poulton tor the partial discovery ot the idea
in 1887. Poulton published capers in which he mentioned grad-
a t i on s ot color which produced r eo r e s en t a t i on s the exact
1
opposite ot reality. Thayer’s law or principle is stated
thus: "Animals are painted by Nature darkest on those parts
which tend to be most liohted by the sky’s liqht and vice
2
versa." The accompanying diagram trom Thayer will illustrate
this point. Thayer says, "Animals are colored by Nature as in
A, the sky lights them as in B, and the two cancel each other
ft. c.
3
as in C." So it can be seen that opaque objects by means ot
l
this "counter-shading" will assume a neutral etfect in their
surrounding it their basal colors are the same as their envi-
ronmen t
.
1
i
-
1. herald H Thayer, "Concealing Coloration in the Animal
Kingdom"; p. 22.
..2 and 3. Ibid., o . 1 A
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This counter gradation of shading is not so evident in
direct sunlight which is harsh and makes shadows of great
contrast. It is most easily observed when there is soft over-
head liqhting such as that occuring on a cloudy day or in a
I
forest. |t makes an object which is so I id seem transparent,
that is we think we see through it to what is beyond. To
make objects seem solid that are flat, the artists paint in
shadows, as they must work in two-dimensional space. Thayer
shows the opoosite to be true. Objects can be made i neon so i-
2
cuous by painting out their shadows.
Thayer divides "Disguising Coloration" into two main
divisions, (I) Obi iterative Coloration and (2) Mimicry. He
joins the "Protective Resemblance" of Pout ton and Mimicry
under the one head. I he first is to make it look like some-
thing else. He a dmi ts, however, that his definition of Mimicry
is a "loose one" and covers a wider field than that in general
3
use.
In two photographs he shows the resu It of the presence
of obliterative coloration and the lack of it. The first
shows a Plymouth Rock hen photographed outdoors against a
background made of skins of other Plymouth Rock hens. Even
though the markings are similar in position, the hen is perfect
visible. 'here is no concealing power whatever, even though
the background is an exact duplicate of the plumage of the
2
.
3.
Ibid
.
, p . 18 .
A ,A . Allen, "Bird
©erald H. Thayer,
Lore", Vol. XXIII, pp
.
op. cit., pp . 24-25.
320-325.
I
bird. The other plate is a series ot photographs in monochrome
ot models taken against a background ot earth. These models,
oainted to eliminate shadows, are practically impossible to
detect even when one knows where to look. To prove that the
birds are there, the models are turned upside down and then
I
they are miraculously evident. The average light above an
object and average absence ot light below determine the range
ot the shading necessary. As examples, s an d-h a un t i n g animals
range trom sandy hue to white, while those living on darker
ground may be shaded t rom b la ck or almost black to white
2
depending entirely on the environment. That cou n t e r- s h a di n
g
is not a theory but a tact is shown by a photograph ot seven-
teen common bird and mammal skins spread out tlat atter being
split along the ventral median. All are darkest in the middle
with light portions along the sides. The mink, usually thouqrtt
ot as being monochromatic is shown to be lighter alonq the
3
sides.
But, one might say, only a small percentage ot animals
would be seen ag a i n s t a monochromatic background and tew
animals are colored in that manner. A tew photographs now
make our question needless, tor by marking the model and back-
ground in the same way, i.e. he te rogen i ou s I y aoolied short
4
s t r i p e s , the object i s
1 . ibid,
. ,
opoo s ? t
e
PP •
2. Ibid.
, p . 27
.
3. Ibid.
. ,
opp o s i t e P •
4 . Ibid,
. ,
opposite P .

So -far the evidence is strictly theoretical. Thayer
produces many photographs in support ot his contentions. the
Am e r ic an Woodco ck is a good ex amp le. Four pictures with the
bird exoosed under ditterent conditions are shown. Two are
readily seen because they both lie on their side. *hese are
dead birds, with first their back and then their breast toward
the spectator, which orevents the operation of co u n te r- s h a di n g .
In a third picture, the breast and side have been tinted to
conform with the back markings, making it a uniform color,
this bird is also readily seen, though not as readily as the
others, because ot the '’picture pattern" involved. It is in
the fourth picture where the force of c ou n te r - s h a d i n g and mark-
ings resembling background which he calls "picture patterns"
I
is evident. On several occasions the present writer spent a
considerable length of time locating the bird. *hinking that
it might be an individual fault, two others, asked to find the
bird, found equal difficulty and one oerson had to have the
bird pointed out.
Thayer was primarily an artist but still an excellent
naturalist. This become s apparent \then he begins to divide
the markings ot animals into various "patterns." His work is
intensely detailed, we shall find, if we examine more closely
some of his types.
One of these types, which he calls the "blotch i ly —
marked", is generally found among terrestrial birds. These
., opposite p. 33.I lb i d
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birds live close to the ground with a background ot e a r fh
,
sticks, grass, and stones, as the major components ot their
environment. Wilson's Snipe is an excellent example. * h e
horizontal strioes ot the head and wings are interspersed with
finer markings which blend well with its background to give an
impression of persoective. Another we might mention is the
Whip-poor-will. It is more blotchily -marked than the snipe
as its background is usually leaves. Even the shadows are
1
faithfully represented.
It is peculiar that the plumage of these birds bears
the pattern ot their average environment without picturing
exactly any specific oart ot that background. Ihayer believes
that these markings are the result of natural selection, ''pure,
2
simple and omnipotent. "
Another type of pattern is that found in bi rds which
live partly in trees. *hese birds, among them the Ruffed
Grouse, Bonasa umbel I us, have a colorina which is "natures'
painting of a forest vista." Since the important part of the
female's life is the incubation period, Thayer contends that
that is the reason the female is cd lored predominantly with
a near around oattern while the male is more of the "forest-
3
vista" pattern.
The best examole ot true "g r a s s -p a t t e r n e d " birds is
the Rocky Mt. White-Tailed Ptarmigan. A series of three Photo-
graphs
1 . Ibid., pp
.
~j4-35
.
2. Ibid., p. 36.
3. Ibid., p. 39.
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taken trom life offer striking proof of Thayer's principle.
Two of the birds shown are in summer plumage while the other is
in the transitional stage. Against the snow-patches, the bird
is strikingly inconspicuous even with white its main color.
The other two photograohs were taken in full sunlight; they are
sharp and "contrasty"; there is no "portrait effect" to blur
the object and yet against the background in a close-up view
the bird is almost invisible. Comparing these with other
photographs taken when the bird had taken on its pure white
winter plumage we find that the bird is most conso i cuous in
I
winter, dressed in white, against a white background.
Another type of c ou n t e r - s h a de d birds are the tree-
trunk climbers. Some of these have "bark-pictures' on the
back and "v i s ta-pa t te rn s " on the sides. They are counter-
shaded even though their life is spent in the vertical position
rather than the horizontal. Because they live close to tre-es
and practically all light which reaches them is from the sides,
the gradation trom light to dark is necessary and useful.
The shore birds generally have true obliterative color-
ation with little o i c t u r e-p a t t e r n , That little usually takes
the form of very faint pebble markings. The Curlews and Thick-
knees show this. Those who leave the beach tor the nesting
season, change their plumage, donning the grass-pattern tor
2
their life among the weeds.
1. I bid
., opposite p. 44, and after p. 26.
2. Ibid
., pp. 49-53.
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To continue the division ot background-picturing we
must examine the water birds. Thayer uses the common Jacana
“
'
jacana ot South America as an example. The young are counter-
shaded w h i I e the adults are not. As proot ot this tact he des-
cribes a t I ock ot these birds living on a pool. Ihey are com-
paratively tame and are not prone to hide but stay in the more
open stretches ot water. Under the overhead light ot midday
the tl ock seems to be composed ot adults with only a tew young
ones here and there. Fh e I ig h t changes during the atternoon
and when the lateral lighting takes ettect near the end ot
the day the young, who were hardly apparent betore, now become
I
very conspicuous. *hey outnumber the adults, two to one.
As a reason why the adults are not co un t e r- s ha de d at
any time, Thayer advances the idea that the wingspurs ot this
Jacana are protection enough, since, unlike the pheasant
t am i
I y , the small males and temales also possess them. In-
asmuch as their enemies are alligators, ignanas, tortoises,
etc., he suggests that these weapons must be used against them
2
with good ettect as the birds are very abundant.
Quite the contrary is believed by Theodore Roosevelt,
who, as is well known, was much interested in Natural Hjstory.
Roosevelt asserts that it a Jacana tights ott a carnivorous
turtle with wingspurs, the "event is so extraordinary" that
3
direct proot is necessary tor su bs t an t i a t i on .
— —
I . ibid., p . 60 .
2. T5TTT.
,
p. 61 .
3. T.R. Roosevelt, "Revealing and Conceal ing Coloration in
R ? r d s end Mamma Is", "Bulletin ot Am . Mu seum ot Nat. Hist.
Vo I . XXX, p . 129.
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The colors of ducks, while bright, according to Thayer,
nevertheless serve for obi iterative purposes. Thayer mentions
the stripes which cross the flank feathers transversely on
many birds. He calls attention to the tact that many water
fowl have this type of marking. Among them are the Wood Duck,
A ? x spon s a
,
the Pintail, D a f ? I a acuta, the Teals, Nett ion
,
the Widgeons, Mareca
,
the Golden-eye, Gl angu I a c I a n gu I a
,
and
others. These stripes are called Ripple-Markings since they
are suppose^ to make the bird blend with the wavelets left
I
behind the swimmino bird. Thayer suggests that other brilliant
coloration of male Au cks merges into the colors of the shore
which are reflected by rioples on the water. In two color
plates, (III) and (IV), reproductions of two oil paintings,
one a sketch from life and the other from a stuffed specimen,
with the colors added to the background afterwards, the two
male Wood-Ducks are comp a r a t i ve I y inconspicuous. However,
one must consider that the whole thing is artificial. An other
criticism which Roosevelt makes is that, of the male and femal
coloration, only one can be obi iterative in function and this
2
is usually the female.
When we t i nA that the Mandarin Duck of the Orient has
the female co I ore^ in almost the same manner as the Wood Duck
female, *haver considers it probable that the females are both
obliteratively colored.
1
h e males are dissimilar and some
3
e
other explanation is apparently needed.
I • OeV a I d H . 1 hay e r
,
op. c i t
. , p. 62.
2. T.R. Roosevelt, op. cit., p. 126.
3 . Ge raid H, Th ay e r
,
or . cit., p . 7 I .
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Among the sea birds we tind white and grey predomin-
ating, the colors ot sea and sky, especially on cloudy days.
However, we tind that the young are co un te r- s ha de d with mottled
effects suggesting their background. The function here is
obvious because the young, during this period, live on mud-
I
flats and muddy lagoons more than the parents.
Thayer introduces a new idea to explain the markings
of animals which do not fall info the counter-shaded group.
This he calls the Ruptive Pattern. *his marking is used by
many animals that are not quiescent but very active. Wales
are more likely to possess this type of coloring than females,
who must remain on the nest for long intervals during the
incubation period.
This pattern is marked by contrasting colors, even
black and white, being spread blotchily over various portions
ot the bird. The markings take their name from the interruption
of contour caused by these color shapes. >he animal, he says,
being of an active na ture, has many different backgrounds.
Obviously no single background pattern would suffice. There-
fore, colors ot various backgrounds have been adopted which
will blend with parts of many backgrounds. The animal will
never be actually concealed, but as one part blends into the
environment, the position of the a n i ma I is, to say the least,
elusive.
The accompanying diagram, adapted from Thayer, will
I . Ibid.
, p . 74
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explain these details. In tigure I, a three color object is
placed against a white background. In tigures 2 , 3 and 4 the
object is shown against backgrounds ot those same three colors
In each a portion ot the object will be observe^ to be "lost."
This same action, Thayer maintains, makes the highly colored
animals, not o b I i t e r a t i ve I y concealed but t r agme n t a r i I y con-
I
c e a I e d.
An improvement on Ruptive Patterns, by Nature, is iri-
descence. The metallic changeable colors blend in a perfect
way with the shadows and bright interstices of trees and
flowers, moved by the wind. According to *hayer, "iridescence
is equivalent to ruptive Dattern with an added gift -- the
power of motion." By this he means that the boundary lines ot
the pattern are not fixed, but in addition to the various
colors blendina into the background, the dividing lines be twee
are not apoarent, making the animal still more elusive. Even
though this elusiveness is only of momentary duration, Thayer
maintains, it is ot inestimable benefit to the animal as it
2
may mean the difference between escape and capture.
In the Mallard, Ana_s b a s ch a s , the specu I urn on the wing
contains, in different lights, all the colors from grass-green
to r e dd i s h-o
u
td
I
e . It could be ot use only when the bird is
standina or walking on the shore, awav from its natural envi-
ronment where it needs the greater protection.
I . Ibid.,
.
Ibid.,2
pp. 77-79
pp . 87-88

While Ruptive Patterns make the bi rd appear a part of
the background, appendages of all sorts extend the bird into
the backgro nd, accordino to Thayer. By appendages he means
the crests, plumes, "bea rds", "horns ", elongated tails, and
outgrowths of flesh as in combs and wattles. He mentions the
Mexican Quetzal, Pharmacou_s mo c i n n o
,
as an example of this
with its 'long green drooping tail.' 1 He suggests that a hawk
would have trouble in locating the bird it the tail extended
back into the foliage. The peacocks and pheasants are examples
also but with the addition of markings on the tail. Thayer
explains the use of these. They are extended across the line
of motion so that the tail is more conspicuous than the bird
itself when it is moving. Therefore, the predator is likely
to miss the vital part of the bird when it strikes. The same
marks which conceal the quiet bird attract the enemies' atten-
tion when it is in motion.
These three theories of Thayer are all related.
Ruptive Patterns, Iridescence and Appendages all tend to break
up the form of the wearer. They are found in conjunction with
one another and rarely alone. Thayer suggests a possible obi
i
erative function and doubts that sexual selection played any
2
important part in their development.
As regards the mammals Thayer points out that all of
them are counter-shaded. Where there is an exception, it is
I . Ibid.,
• Ibid.,2
op. 95-97
p. 99.

usually caused by some ex traor di nary habit of that particular
animal’s life. Let us examine the bat. It feeds at night and
during the day hangs upside down in some dark crevice. It has
no need of cou n t e r- s ha d i n g but a dark color will suffice.
Ho w ever, an unusual South Am erican species is colored like a
knot of a mangrove branch where it clings by day, not head
I
down, but close to the bark.
Others that have special habits and do not conform to
the counter-shading orinciple can be grouped as follows:--
Nocturnal, such as the bears: Fossorial, such as the moles;
Acrobatic, as mos f of the monkeys who of te are exposed on the
under-side; those with e x t r aor d in a ry defensive equipment, such
as the hedgehog; and those almost immune from att-ck because
of their size, such as the elephants.
The usual case of obliterative shading among the mam-
ma I s Thayer exemplifies by photographs of a Cottontail Rabbit
and two domestic hares, one of which is lying on its back. Th
Cottontail and the upright hare are inconspicuous, with the
Cottontail more so than his domesticated relative. The picture
with the hare on its back is in great contrast to the others.
3
The underside of the hare is particularly apparent.
Thayer now adds Picture Patterns to the cou n te r- sh a di ng
of mammals and mentions the Jaguar, Leopard, Ocelot, Giraffe,
etc., as examples. These animals are forest-frequenting anima s
35
1 . Ibid., p . 120.
2. Ibid., p. 121
.
3. Ibid., opposite p. 128.
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where patches of sunlight miqht make the patterns as shown in
a composite photograph and painting ot a captive jaguar with
I
an artificial background.
One can think ot no more conspicuous animal than a
Zebra, yet Thayer maintains that these animals are concealing-
ly colored. To prove this tact he shows two flash-light photo-
graohs of zebras at waterholes. l hen he produces two photo-
graphs of cardboard zebras with imitation reeds of straw. Only
the cardboard zebras are inconspicuous. to accentuate their
low visibility he shows a dun-colored zebra-model against the
same artificial background. It is very apparent against the
2
reeds
.
Roosevelt criticizes this forcing of the Theory of
Obi iterative Coloring because in the model pictures the reeds
crisscross behind the unstriped zebra while the reeds are in
front and behind the striped zebra. He says that "/V r . Thayer
intends to put his facts honestly but he twists his tacts to
suit his theory and in many cases rearranoes his facts to make
3
them fit.
According to Thayer, white on an animal has two uses.
When it is found on the underside it is the maximum reflective
surface possible for c ou n t e r - s h ad i ng . When it is foun^ on the
upperside, he says, it is the Picture Pattern of the sky over-
head. In this capacity it is really a Ruptive Pattern. Thayer
I . I bid
. ,
opposite p. 132.
2. Ibid
.
, pp . 135-138.
3 . Op,.- c i i
. p . L2 3 i.
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uses the common skunk as an example. While he admits that
I
from man's point ot view, the skunk is conspicuous, he also
maintains that to the mice or crickets, the skunk is remar-
kably inconspicuous, and shows photographs taken from their
level. These ohotographs do prove his point, that the skunk
is not obvious when seen from this position. However, the
skunk does his hunting at night and at times the sky is not as
I
bright as it is in his photographs.
Roosevelt questions this theory, which Thayer also
illustrates by a remarkable painting ot a peacock in all its
gorgeous plumage, concealed by its colors among the trees ot
the torest. The blue ot the peacock's neck blends pertectly
with the blue ot the sky. Roosevelt points out that the
peacock's neck and the skunk's back are supposed to match the
2
sky. One ot these must be wrong.
The tlamingoes and roseate spoonbills are protectively
colored at their most critical times, when teeding at sundown
and sunrise, Thayer asserts. He illustrates this point by
means ot seven beautitul paintings ot sunsets or sunrises and
tlamingoes and SDOonbills. In the paintinas the colors blend
3
harmoniously. In his criticism, Roosevelt wonders how the
sunset or sunrise can be red and white at the same time because
4
there are birds ot both colors represented.
I .
2 .
3.
4.
Op. c i t
. , pp . 14 7-152.
Cp . c i t
. , p . 124.
Op. cit., opposite d. 156.
Op. cit., p. 127.
One might also

wonder what serves as a d ro tec t ion tor these birds on cloudy
days •
Among tishes the exceptions to the Law ot Counter-
shading are tew. These exceptions usually occur in tishes
livinq at immense depths ot the ocean where the only light is
trom the tishes own ohosohorescent cells. Mo s t tishes live in
water which is shal low enough to let dayliqht seep through.
Thayer divides tishes into two groups, those which swim in
the ocean and those which live in shallow water close to land.
The representatives ot the tirst group are purely counter-
shaded. In discussinq the coloration ot the second group, one
must bear in mind their environment. The bright colors ot
usetul since the
tishes tound generally among the trooical species are^luxur-
iant underwater gardens ot the tropics are their ch i e t environ-
ment. With Ruptive Patterns added to cou n t e r- s h a d i n g this
tunction while not ot proven value, is, Thayer believes, at
I
least possible.
The Amphibia and Reptilia are no exceptions to the
Theory ot Obliterative Coloration. Probably the most specta-
cular colorplate ot Thayer is that ot a Copperhead Snake in
2
dead leaves. Only when a preoared stencil is placed on the
orint is the outl ine ot the snake visible. *wo photographs
ot a Brown Wood-trog show that among the dead leaves it is
practically invis ible .
1. Ibid
., pp . 160-165.
2. Ibid ., opposite p. 172.
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As regards the in v e r t eb r a te s the caterpillars ot many
Lepidoptera, according to Thayer, are also counter-shaded.
I
He divides the whole group into seven groups.
1. Those with simple obliterative shading and leat
color.
2. Cou n t e r- $ h ade d leat-edge c a te rn i I I a r s
.
3. N/inetic leat-edge c a te rp i I I a r s .
4. Those with oartial minicry ot a detail ot the
normal surroundings.
5. Those with structural mimicry ot a common detai I
ot the creatures’ habitual inanimate surroundings.
6. Those with highly develooed color-and-pattern
mimicry ot a detail ot the c a t e r o i I I a r s ’ habitual
inanimate surroundings.
7. Those possessing comoound mimicry ot surroundings
coupled with an element ot background picturing.
Thayer then discusses the coloration ot buttertlies
and moths. These anirra I s have little need ot Counter-Shading,
as the largest part ot them, the wings, is already as thin as
possible. The buttertlies are divided into two groups, those
ot sedentary and those ot aerial
buttertlies according to Thayer,
their winds. He uses Metamorpha
habits. The sedentary
have background Dicturing on
d i do and E uc h I a e cardami nes
as illustrations. In one ot his photographs tour ot the latter
are placed on a vase ot tlowers, possibly Qyeen Anne's Lace,
in such a way as to show the ettect ot obi iterative coloring.
One buttertly is conspicuous with its wings open and 1 1 a t
.
The others have their wings tolded and blend very well with
2
the background.
1. Ibid., po . 185-195.
2. Ibid., p. 216.
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Many of the moths are nocturnal in habi t and spend the
day motionless, their background picturing so complete that
they are difficult to find. Thayer illustrates this with
five photographs of moths against bark, dead grass and leave*
I
in which the moths are exceptionally hard to find.
The Chameleon, as is well-known, is able to change its
color to suit its environment. •he pigment in the skin of
these an ima I s is not deposited in the ordinary manner but is
held in special cells called Ch r oma toph o r e s . These cells are
.
under the direct control of the animal and expand or contract
au tome t ic a I I y . Under contraction the pigment becomes an infin-
itessimal sphere with almost no influence on the color of the
animal. When the cell is expanded, the pigment is spread out
in a very thin sheet intermingling with that of other cells
and mak ino in reality a fine network. Then the animal takes
on the color of this thin sheet. Since the c h r om a t op h o r e
s
contain different pigments, such as black, red, yellow and
even iridescent, practically any coloration is possible to
attain.
The contraction and expansion of the c h r om a t op h o r e
are caused by hormones. 'he contraction can be controlled by
adrenalin and the expansion of the ch roma tooh or e s by injection
of oituitin. The activity of these cells even takes place
when the nerves have been severed and is caused by light inten
sity and temoerature. In this connection, interesting exper-
iments have been performed with Crustacea.

An extract marie t r om the stalked-eyes ot Crustacea
causes activity in the chromatophores ot these animals which
possess this power or even in an isolated piece ot skin.
Recently it has also been injected into tishes possessing the
power ot color change where it caused contraction. When
I
injected into trog tadpoles, however, it causes expans ion L
*n an aopendix to his work, Thayer mentions the inter-
esting observations made by G.B. Longstatt and E.B. Pou I ton
on the South Atrican Chameleon. These observations were made
in 1905 while the British Linnean Society was visiting South
Atrica. These trained observers noted that the intensity ot
light varied the color ot the animal in a c ou n t e r - s h ade d
manner. That is, while in a railroad train near a window, the
side closest to I ight was darkest while that side turned away
trom light was I ightest. When placed on a twig the same
occurence was observed wi th the basal color green.
The Theory ot Obi iterative Shading has many app I ications
Most naturalists accept the idea that cou n t e r- s ha d i ng has an
obliterative tunction in the lite ot many animals. Perhaps
Roosevelt has gone a I ittle too tar in saying: "it [counter-
shadinoj has a very limited application and is talse in the
extreme torm in which he [Thayer] puts it."
1. E.B. Perkins, "Color Changes in Animals", "Scientitic
Monthly", Mar. 1934, pp . 264-266.
2
.
Op
.
cit., p. 134.
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THE THEORY OF 00 LOR-CONF L 1C T AS APPLIED
TO THE COLORS OF ANIMALS
In seeking the truth about animal coloration, most
naturalists have stressed the concealing oowers ot these colors.
Thayer as we have seen went to great extremes to prove that all
colors are concealing. It remained tor Hingston, a British
Army otticer, to suggest that not all an animal’s time was
spent in hiding trom enemies or stealing up on his prey.
The two governing emotions ot animals are tear and
anger. Their actions are controlled to a large extent by
these two emotions. Hjngston contends that conspicuous color
serves to express anger while tear is expressed by the con-
I
cealing colors. In other words, the colors ot animals are
divided into two classes; (I) those which show tear, or are
concealing colors, and (2) those which possess a threat, or
are intimidating in tunction. This in substance is the mean-
ing ot his Co I o r-Con t I i c t Theory.
Hingston’s tirst example, the Lion, is well chosen.
The lion’s color is primarily a concealing one, his tawny coat
blending well with the terrain in which he lives. As Hingston
describes i t, one can almost see the lion creeping on his prey,
every taculty strained through tear ot discovery. Then comes
the sudden charge ot the lion. From a slinking shadow he
becomes a thundering Nemesis to paralyze his quarry.
I. Major R.W.G. Hingston, "The Meaning ot Animal Colour and
Adornment", pp . 10-12.
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ILet us examine the charging attitude. The tail is
straight up, the mane is spread wide, and the ears are pointed
upwards. One could hardly conceive ot anything more conspi-
cuous. These parts are made still more evident since the tip
ot the tail, thehin dmo st circle ot hair on the mane, and the
tutt on each ear are either dark brown or black.
Hingston maintains that there is a constant Contlict
going on, subject to the Law ot Natural Selection, between the
I
colors which conceal and the colors which threaten.
Among the mammals, the hairy coat olays a great part
in the application ot his theory. While he admits the tunction
ot concealing colors, his major emphasis i s -upon the threaten-
.
ing attitudes ot animals. He points to mammal atter mammal
with a mark which becomes very evident when that animal is
angered. Among these marks we tind the tutted ears and black
tip on the lynx’s tail, the black patch on the tail ot the woit,
the tail and stripes ot the skunk, the mane ot the horse, the
tails ot the elephant and rhinoceros, the crest ot the wart-
hog, the crest, breast-tutt, and beard ot the gnu. All these
are very conspicuous when the animal takes a tighting posture.
The extraordinary hairy growths on man next engage our
attention. The hair on man is ot the bristle type, as in the
mammals mentioned above, each hair having a "diminutive erectile
muscle." The hair on the body ot man, the outer side ot the
I . Ibid., op . 12 - 16 .
2. T5T7.
, pp. 17-49.
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arms, the chest, the axillae, under which are sometimes tound
muscular tasciculi, and the pubic region, not to mention the
beard on the out-thrust jaw and contracted eyebrows, are all
in olain view on pugilists in battle stance. We find that the
hair ot the neck grows in such a peculiar tashion that it miah
postulate the existence ot a rutt tarther back along the line
ot evolution when, possibly, man walked and tought on all tours
Greying hair is the visible evidence ot degeneration
ot a hairy coat, as also is baldness. Hingston mentions the
tact that the middle patch on the gorilla's back becomes grey
2
tirst. He uses this tact when he assumes that the threat
patch was changed t rom back to chest as the gorilla began to
walk more erect. Hardlicka tinds that greying and baldness
take d
I
ace betore © t d age. Ot greyness he says there is
"evidently a slightly less tendency to it among temales than
amono males." Baldness he tinds more generally in the male
sex as "they lose it |” t h e h a i rj sooner, more rapidly, more
3
extensively than the temales. 1 It is ditticult to reconcile
these tacts with Hingston's theory.
From mammals Hingston switches the attack on the
Darwinian Theory ot Sexual Selection to birds and their
plumage. He advances tour tundamental princioles concerning
their bright colors.
I • Ibid., pp . 84-94 .
. Ibid., p. 87.
3. Ales Hardlicka, "P i omen t a t i on in the CM Americans with
notes in greyina and loss ot hair", Smithsonian Report 1921
p. 443.
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"I. Ihe color is more con sdicuous in the male than
in the f ema I e .
2 . The color is brighter in the adult than in the
y ou ng .
3. The color is brighter in the fighting season than
in the non-fighting season.
4. the color is made as conspicuous as possible
when the bird threatens his rival." *
N/any examples are drawn upon to show evidence in favor
of these principles. The brilliant head and neck of the
cassowary are bare skin areas. hile the young has this area
covered wiith feathers, they drop out as the skin underneath
becomes brilliant leaving only the bright skin when the bird
grows older. the wattles and com^s of many of our birds, such
as the turkey, fulfill the threatening ourpose. The blood
flushes through these areas when the owner is angry. So also
can the crests, ruffs, plumes, bea k s
,
" be a r ds " an d legs be fitted
2
into the general scheme of Color-Conflict. While these four
Drincioles might possibly, in many cases, be applied to mam-
mals, the evidence is wholly in their favor in connection with
birds.
Let us examine the beaks of birds in conjunction wi th
the four princioles mentioned above:--
(I). In the blackbirds, the hens beak is brown while
the cock's is orange-yellow. Of the green
Wood-quails, the hen's beak is black and the
1. Op. cit., p. 132.
2. Ibid., pp . 133-156.
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cock's is scarlet- and black.(2)
. The Flamingo's beak is red with a black tip yet
the beak of the young is a dull lead-color. I h e
adult Sparrow has a blue-black beak and the
young has a beak ot dull yellow.
(3)
. In winter the Cormorant's beak is brown but in
summer the beak is livid purple. The beak ot
the Ostrich is almost brown in winter but turns
nearly crimson in summer.
(4)
. The pigment ot the beak cannot change accord-
ing to the demands ot battle, but the mouth is
otten ooened showing a new patch ot color which
I
had previously been concealed.
Reptiles, in comparison with birds, are unaggressive
animals. Theretore, Hingston asserts, their concealing colors
are well developed and the threatening ones are correspondingly
weak. Still among the lizards, snakes and turtles we have
examples ot ihreat Coloration. Frills, cartilaginous helmets,
skin coloration, jaws, expansile necks and scales tultill the
same duties that plumage and hair do tor mammals and birds.
The tighting postures ot reptiles are shown to display the
Threat Colors to best advantage, while in repose the conc^eal-
2
ing ettect is in the ascendancy.
For example, the Australian trilled lizard has a
I . Ibi d. , op . I 39- I 40.
2. Ibid., po . 157-180.

folded membrane around fhe neck which normally if holds close
fo the body. When annoyed, however, it spreads this frill at
riqht angles to its neck. It then has a very forbidding as-
I
pect. Hingston says that the color changes of the Chameleon
are primarily concealing. Yet it will also change color so
as to threaten an enemy. He describes a dog frightened away
from one of these lizards because it ooened wide its pink
mouth and chanqed its body color from green to bl ack. The
2
dog precipitately fled.
The Cobra and the Rattlesnake, the Tortoise and the
Fire-bellied Toad of Nor them Europe, which flops over on its
back to show its vivid underparts when danger threatens, are
3
all reptiles which exemplify Color-Co nfl ict.
From the dull reptiles Hingston goes on to press the
attack on "Sexual Selection" with the brilliant insects. He
maintains that birds are "more brilliant than mamma I s because
the bird- battle is a threatening exhibition while the mammal
contest is a physical act." This is also true of the butter-
4
fly. Eyespots, swallowtails, odors of night-flying moths,
presentation of the abdomen in stinging attitudes; the caps,
neck-rings, bright patches, pl.imes, tufts and caudal whips of
the caterpillars all make the insects tit snygly into his
5
original thesis. His astounding discription of snake mimicry
t p . 159.
d_.
, p . 165.
d.
,
pp. 170-177.
d^.
, p . 183.
dr. pp . 186- 204 . - -

by a SphinqM of the Guiana to res t is particularly conclusive.
Accordina to Hinaston, the colors ot beetles tall into the
same category as the colors ot other insects with an additiona
item, the emission ot light. His exo I an a t ion is unique. ''jus
as two men try to howl one another down, or two birds teather
one another down, or two buttertl ies colour one another down,
2
so do tiretlies try to tlash one another down."
Major Hingston now carries his observations and their
correlation with his theory to another related subject. The
weapons ot many animals, he says, are "uselessly extravagant, 1 '
He draws the conclusion that they are psychological weapons,
3
usetul, perhaos, as a threat but seldom beneticial in combat.
Considered in this manner they tall into the cl a s s i t i c a t i on ot
tutts and olumes. He makes the statement that "hairs trequent
ly became tutts, and teathers became plumes and this extrava-
gance took olace because tutt or plume was more conspicuous 1
4
and theretore more threatening. He also maintains that as
the extravagance increases the physical use declines and cites
the tour species ot hog as good examples. The Pec'cary is a
dangerous antagonist and is easily provoked. His tusks are
just visible. The Wild Boar is a notorious battler; he is
ot ten hunted but usually on horseback. His tusks are exposed
to some extent. We tind the tusks ot the Wart-hog larger and
1 . Ibid., p . 203
.
2. +5TT ., p . 212.
3. lb id'
. , pp . 253-254 .
4. Ibid., p. 255.
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animal correspondingly less courageous. In the Barbirusa
the tusks are ot extreme lenqth and the upper pair curl back
I
toward the eyes. He "does not even know how to tight. '
Bird songs are shown to be complementary, or closely
related to coloring. It this is true then song should tollow
the tour principles tor bird coloring mentioned above. With
a multitude ot observations Hingston shows that it has an
exceptional correlation. He shows that songs under most
conditions, by male, temale, young, land or oceanic birds,
are a very conspicuous threat against rivals ot the same species,
and throuah imitations, threats to other species as well.
Hingston asks these questions in regard to "Sexual Selection:"
Why is it necessary tor the male to make a battle
display ot his threat colors while singing?
Why should the male sing while actually engaged in
c on 1 1 i c t ?
Why should the male sing betore the temale arrives
tr om the South?
Why are males attracted to the song ot a caged male
bird?
Why should the male sing atter the temale "has made
her choice" and mating has taken place?
These are only a tew ot the questions that Hingston
prooounds and then answers conclusively by means ot his
Threat-Contl ic t theory. Songs are complementary to the colors
I b i d., pp . 255-256

of birds. Those with the most threat color have the least
I
song, those with the least threat color, the most song.
M a t i n g - f I ights are, according to Hingston, always acc omp a n i e d
by song, therefore, they must demonstrate aggressive tendencie
Dances of some birds are comparable to the flights of others
in this respect. Usually they are accompanied by song and are
indulged in by males only. Hos tility again is present since
'
it aenerally accompanies color-display as a threat to his
2
rival
.
Amono the questions Hingston asks and then answers by
means of his theory are many to which it has been difficult
to find answers in previous theories. Why do bir^s moult?
He says it is to conform to the changing emotions at different
seasons of the year. Why are feathers brightly colored?
Aside from the function of flight, they serve also to intimi-
date his rival as war-oaint do s on an Indian brave. In
cases where there is a semi-annual moult, it is si mp I y an
exchange of battle uniform for civilian dress during the
peaceful season. Not only birds' plumage but mammals' fur
coats and antlers, including the Arctic varieties change
dur i no the seasons. The parts resisting longest the change
from ome concealing coat to another concealing coat are the
threat patches. Tips of the ears and a strip along the back
»
of the white coat of the Arctic Fox are very likely to have a
3
few black hairs.
TT FFid .,“pp . 270-290.
2. Ibid., pp. 292-293.
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Major Hjngston next compares the courtship behavior ot
birds with their battle behavior. He concludes that they are
the same thing since the tollowing takes place:
1. Flutting ot body feathers.
2 . Erection of crests.
3. Expansion ot ruffs.
4. Spreading of breast plumes.
5. Elevation ot ear tufts.
6 . Co enino of wings.
7. Opening of beaks.
8. Fanning ot tails.
9. Flushina of bare skin areas.
He finds that birds with little of the beauty colors
make many of the same gestures that those more bountifully
supol ied with these colors do . Such birds as Sandpipers,
Niahtjars, Warblers, Pipits and Larks fluff their feathers,
ooen their winas and expand their tails in exactly the same
manner as more brilliantly colored birds.
Females display as well as males, according to observa-
tions of Hingston. The male’s performance, however, is much
more vigorous than the female’s. Among the females which
display are the Eider-Ouck, the Sfock-Cove, the Hen-Ptarmigan
and the Peahen. The performance of some males and females is
so much alike that it their colors were similiar one might
I
’’draw very false conclusions about their behavior. '
The young bird is likely to display before mating
tire begins. Hingston also says that display i s not confined
to the matino season alone, but may occur at many other times
as well.
. 330.Ibid., p
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Display doe s not always take place solely in the
presence of the female but often takes place with only males
present, asserts Hingston. ‘-ven Darwin saw a peacock dis-
olayinq before oigs, he says. Monogamous birds, he finds,
will also disolay, yet in this case the mating is tor life
with no necessity for female choice.
These observat on s all contradict the theory of "Sexual
Selection.” Hi ng s t on r a i s e s his final object ion with the quer
"How
,
then. can these antics be intended for the female when
the f ema 1 e is cl early so un i n terested in them?" As examoles
he suggests
i
the Lora, the Par t r i dge , the Lyre -bird an'i the
P e a coc k .
A! 1 these objections. however, can be answered if we
y ,
consider that it is psychological arfare that these birds are
indulging in to protect their territory, for there seldom is
ohysical combat in this class of animals.
Hingston’ s next steo in clinching the arguments for
his theory is the discussion of the formation of new or
geographical varieties. However, for this purpose the author
uses the races of d i geons which have been domesticated. All
the "ex t ravaaances " of the various varieties, such as the
extended crop of the Pouter, the spread tail feathers of the
Fantail, the homing tendency of the Carrier, etc., are shown
to be threat machinery developed because of the removal of
tear by domestication and the consequent dimunition of the
Ibidi, p. 331.
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concealing color. Could this happen in the natural lite of
i
animals? Major Hingston contends that it could. If the en-
vironment of a species should change to give it more protectio
as has haooened in the case of the domesticated pigeon,
"zxtrevagances " would appear and with them new varieties. It
is quite significant that there are apparent more and greater
differences between varieties during the fighting season than
I
during the non-fighting season.
Hingston's theory contains three assumptions. First,
that the colors of animals, namely, those which conceal and
those which nr. a k
e
them conspicuous, are really an outward
expression of timidity and hostility. Second, that the
conflict of these two emotions will also be found in their
colors. Third, that every animal wishes to be as courageous
2
as possible. The results of these assumptions are shown,
the Dresent writer believes, in the balance maintained by the
two types of colors. This balance is maintained by the
operation of the Law of Natural Selection.
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS CONCERNING WORK
ON PROTECTIVE COLORATION
Let us now consider some questions which have been
raised by, shall we say, doubters. These men, while not
dismissing the whole idea of protective coloration in animals,
have questioned the wide and sweeoing applications made by those
I. Ibid., pp . 360-367.
. Ibid., p . 359.2
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iwho believe strongly in its function. Critics of this type
are usually known as negativists. However, we shall find that
they indicate the direction of further investigation.
It is apparent that for animals to be protected by thei
color, it is absolutely necessary that the an ima I s which
prey uoon them have some form of color vision. If the uni-
verse appears in monochrome to some animals then their prey
might just as well be black and white as any other colors.
Sparrow has shown that, in some cases, the background
and the color of an animal are not always the same color,
spectrally speakina, however similar they are to human sight.
The animal used for this investigation was the common grass
snake which blends perfectly with its environment. They are
difficult to locate even when one is looking directly at them.
However, when examined with filters Sparrow found that the
contrast between grass and grass snake was remarkable. The
filters used were Brilliant Green (Gruebler) and Diamond
Orange. Through these filters the snake was a vivid green
but the grass appeared red and yellow. He found also that
a frog was colored with green of a like nature.
While these few observations are not definite proof,
he believes that they show conclusively that color vision is
present low in the scale of animals, and is very similar to
man's. Sparrow suggests the following problems for
further investigation:

"(I). For what percipients Hoes the color of a given
organism exist?
( 2 )
(3)
(4)
(5)
Just how low in the scale ot organisms does
color vision exist?
Does color perception imply color vision?
Are eyes essential to the process ot color
response?
Do animals with dichromatic color vision exist?"
Some experiments recently made upon moths, butter-
tl ies, and bees seem to indicate that many insects "see" color
beyond the I im i t ot the human eye. These ohysical ’colors"
have been named ultra-violet and intra-red. Only that color
which lies beyond the violet was used in these experiments,
however. While this color is invisible to us, it can be
viewed p ho tog r an h i c a I I y , since the light waves are known to
attect the emulsion on photographic plates.
Ltjtz has shown by an experiment with Trigona, a stingles
bee occurino in Panama, that these bees can see ultra-violet
light. Since they refused offers of sweets which are usually
placed on colored plaques for training
,
an adaption of von
Frisch’s method of testing color vision had to be made. In
this experiment it was necessary to train a whole colony of
bees into believing "that a certain Color-Pattern marked
2
the entrance to their nest." These Color-Patterns were
circles which looked white to human eyes but contained different
2 .
C.M. Sparrow, "On the Spectral Characteristics of Protecti
Coloration", "Science N.S.", April 27, 1923, pp . 488-490.
Frank E. L u tz, '"invisible*
1 Colors of Flowers and Butter-
flies", Jour, of the A • MySeum of Nat. Hist.", Vol. XXXII
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patterns of ultra-violet light retlecting surfaces. After a
trainina period of three days during which the bees became
oriented to one pattern, a test was given three times in
succession. The training pattern was moved a short distance
from the entrance and two other patterns were placed at an
eoual distance from the nest-hole. The ratio of bees coming
to the pattern which had marked their home was fifty-six out
of sixty-three. Lutz’s conclusion is obvious Some insects
can see ultra-violet light.
Carrying this idea a little farther, Lutz constructed
a box having two windows in which differently colored slides
could be placed. When a I i gh t- s ee k i ng insect was introduced
into the box it at once went to the brightest window. It one
of the two screens used was ultra-violet, the insect always
tried to get out by that ultra-violet window. Under a slightly
different set-up an artificial light of 2537 Angstrom units
was used. This wave length is almost short enough to be an
X-ray and undoubtedly no insect had ever seen this color in
nature since it can be transmitted only in a vacuum. When a
"flood 11 of 120 foot-candles was used in the other window the
insects still sought the window illuminated by this "ultra of
ultra-violet" light. The insects used were of the genus
Drosophila, our common fruit flies.
Some photographs of butterflies an ^ moths taken through
ultra-violet filters by Lutz also are interesting in this
connection. His photograohs of a male and female LJna are
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very illuminating. To our sight these two are very similar
except that the male's green has a yellow tinge. However,
viewed by the camera, the two are very unlike. The temale
reflects much ultra-violet and looks very much as she would
naturally, while the male reflects practically no ultra-violet
and would be black to a person who could see only ultra-violet
The mimicry of some species also received the atten-
tion of Lutz. Those experimented with were Pl^nem£ ag a n ice
,
Pseudocrea targuinea and P. im ? t a to r . Only the females of
these soecies possess areas which reflect much ultra-violet,
I
and mimicry as we see it is absent to a large extent.
This experiment considered only the vision of insects.
While many of the insects do prey upon their kind, the exper-
iment did not include any of the other predators of insects,
chief among whom are the birds. therefore, much remains to
be done before any conclusion of value can be drawn from
these experiments.
I Frank E. Lutz, op. cit
* PP 568-576
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5UMMA R Y AND CONC L US I ON
S
While the colors ot animals are due to two causes,
chemical and physical, the majority ot animals are colored by
a combination ot these two. In most animals it is a case ot
structure, superposed on p i gm en t - co n t a i n i n g cells, which gives
the brill iant hues or the concealing markings knov/n as animal
coloration.
The Theory ot Natural Selection was tormulated origin-
ally by Darwin to account tor the tormation ot new species.
It is the variability ot individuals in one locality which
produces new varieties. Because ot the el imination ot those
animals whose variations are detrimental to the animals'
weltare, only those who are best titted to their environment
can propagate their kind.
The details ot animals, which, ot course, include
their coloration, will be thus attected. Theretore, these
colors must be ot service, either in avoiding danger or assist-
ing in capturing prey. The major use ot animal coloration,
everyone agrees, is concealment. It theretore to I (bows, that
their coloration will be modi tied by Natural Selection. This
moditication will select those animals which most closely
resemble their environment when it can be shown that these
animals require a concealing coat. This is tound to be true
amo no a majority ot animals. N 0 t all ot them require this
protection during their entire lite span. Some have need ot
it only during a short period; usually this occurs at a time
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when the animal i s weakest, as are the you nc and temale sh o r 1
1
after birth. Other animals require this protection throughout
their life. It is primarily a question of life habits with
each animal.
Mimicry, which is the result of Natural Selection, is
probably the oeak of the ooer a t i on of this Law. Practically
all instances of mimicry have been found in the insects. This
Law of Natural Selection is, without much doubt, the primary
reason for all fhe concealing colors of animals, whether the
animals mimic some object or other animal, or whether they
resemble their average environment.
It is improbable, however, that all the coloration of
animals is concealing in character. In order to account for
the glaring colors of some animals, Darwin predicated his
Theory of Sexual Selection.
This Theory is based on the belief that all animals
possess an aesthetic sense in a greater or lesser degree.
Natural Selection eliminates the unfit, but Sexual Selection,
because of discrimination on the part of females when they
make a mating choice, results only in loss of offspring. It
might be called natural selective breeding comparable to that
achieved in the prize herds of domesticated animals.
It is very doubtful if this theory has much basis in
fact. Most of the facts found are in direct opposition to
the theory as stated. Even Darwin himself, along with Wallace
and others, point to many cases where the Theory of Sexual

Selection did not hold true
Why is an animal inconspicuous against its ordinary
background? This question has been ably answered by Abbot H.
Thayer. He has shown that almost all animals, being lighted
naturally from overhead, are colored to neutralize that effect,,
This results in most animals having a dark back and a light-
colored belly.
With the addition of stripes and spots, which simulate
well the shadows of the background, many an ima I s are well-nigh
invisible. Probably the best example is the American Wood-
cock yet the coloration does not copy the background but
really represents it. this could come about only through
natural selection.
Thayer suggests the theory of a Ruptive function to
explain the blotches of color on many animals. these blotches
are sometimes very brilliant and cannot always be classified
as Coun te r-Sha d i ng . Because an animal is more or less active,
Thayer says that one of the best comcealing patterns is one
that interruots the contour and breaks the animal info frag-
ments. Iridescence and appendages are improvements on Ruptive
Markings, accordin o to him.
The point of view which makes every color of all
animals concealing is extreme. While it is probably true that
many colors of a glarino hue are concealing under rare condi-
tions, as Roosevelt says, "If in Mr. Thayer’s eyes a red-
headed woodpecker in its normal surroundings is inconspicuous
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then a large house standi no alone on the prairie painted halt
I
black and halt white with a red root is inconspicuous. 1 '
M0 st natural ists agree that counter-shading plays an
important part in the coloration ot many animals. They are
hesitant about accepting it in the extreme torm in which
Thayer puts it tor he went to great length to prove that all
coloration is concealing.
In the last tew years a new theory has been suggested.
It is called the Theory ot Color -Conti ict. Major Hingston
contends that the coat or covering ot all animals assists thes
animals in expressing their major emotions, tear, and anger or
threat. The "contl ict” occurs because these two emotions are
in direct opposition to each other.
The contlict ot these emotions is carried over to the
colors ot the animal, with the concealing colors and the
threatening colors each striving tor domination. The balance
between these two sets ot colors is maintained by Natural
Selection. It the threat coloration becomes too prominent
on any animals, elimination occurs because he cannot conceal
himselt. It the conceal ino coloration becomes too dominating,
elimination occurs because he cannot detend himselt against
rival s .
Among the mammals struggle usually ends in physical
combat. This is not true, however, with other classes ot
I. Op. cit., p. 135.
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animals. Struggle usually takes the torm, with these other
animals, of psychological warfare; similar to the case of the
two small boys who squared off. One was 'fraid and the other
''das sent."
The "extravagent" weapons of many different animals
are most useful in osychological warfare, not aiding them
materially in personal contact since many times there is none.
Because bird sono in auantity is usually found in inverse ratic
to brilliant coloration, it is also considered a psychological
weapon useful, perhaps, in shouting the other fellow down.
According to Hingston, the removal of fear lets the
Threat Colors become paramount. This occurs when a species is
domesticated, or possesses some extraordinary protection, as
in the case of the skunk.
The Theory of Color-Conflict is of such recent origin
that its validity has not been checked. However, a large per-
centage of the observations use^ to illustrate various points
were made by Hingston himself, an ^ not taken from other sources
as proponents of other theories have done.
The color vision of animals has only recently been con-
sidered as a part of the problem of animal coloration. For
animals to receive a benefit from coloration they must have
some torm of color vision. It has been shown that colors of
some animals are not always the same spectrally. Therefore,
either color vision comparable to that of humans exists in many
other animals or coloration has no function in their lives.
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Other scientists have shown that som e animals see
"colors' that are invis
tried only upon insects
animal coloration will
experiments on other cl
ible to humans. This work has
. The question ot color vision
be greatly attected by turther
asses ot animals.
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